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D1 A2 A3 C4 D5 B6 C7 B8 C9 A10 C11

D12 C13 A14 B15 B16 C17 B18 D19 A20

21 Cҁ1҂ Dҁ2҂ Aҁ3҂

22 Aҁ1҂ Cҁ2҂ Bҁ3҂ Dҁ4҂

23 Bҁ1҂ Dҁ2҂ Cҁ3҂ Aҁ4҂

24 Bҁ1҂ Dҁ2҂ Bҁ3҂ Bҁ4҂

DCGFE25

CBDAC  DBBCA  ABDDC  CABAD26

abandoned27

Ӟ̵ܔᶱᭌೠҁ20وੜ᷌҅ྯੜ᷌0.5҅ړჿړ10ړ҂

ԫ̵ᴅቘᥴҁوӷᜓ҅ჿړ40ړ҂

ӣ̵ਠ୵ऴᑮҁ20وੜ᷌Ҕྯੜ᷌1҅ړჿړ20ړ҂

҂ړ10و҅ړ10ੜ᷌҅ྯੜ᷌1و೪ٟҁܔ̵ࢥ



reflecting28

flooded29

distributed30

purchasing31

supposed32

routine33

pride34

oppose35

academic36

aware of the harm37

get along well with38

relevant to39

out of the question40

has focused on41

paralleled with42

Բ̵Ꭸऴᑮҁ10وੜ᷌҅ྯੜ᷌1ړ10و҅ړ҂



were dying to43

to respond to44

run out45

Striving46

1:whom/who

2:musician

3:after

4:But

5:During

6:to make

7:an

8:were seated

9:handed

10:it
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1.progressesදԅprogress

2.butදԅand

3.AදԅThe

4.inදԅon

5.deepදԅdeeply

6.makeeasyԏᳵीےit

7.better to makeӾጱto݄ڢ

8.thatදԅwhich

9.becomeදԅbecame

10.meetදԅmeeting
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҂ړ15و҅ړ10ੜ᷌҅ྯੜ᷌1.5وᓤဩऴᑮҁ̵م

Ӡ̵ᎨදᲙҁ10وੜ᷌҅ྯੜ᷌1҅ړჿړ10ړ҂



1:to hold them down

2:are target fish caught

3:are danger of being cut loose

4:It behaves as

5:being caught in
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1:was much more at home

2:what had seemed very strange before

3:been so occupied in

4:have a balance between

5:in her new enterprise
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Dear Sir/Madam,

I hope this letter finds you well. This is Li Hua from China. After seeing the information on

your website, knowing that your foundation will hold an event, aiming to protect marine life, I am

writing to apply for participating in it as a volunteer.

I am competent for the job, resulting from the fact that I majored in marine biology in the

university. After that, I went abroad for further study. During the study abroad, I took part in

variety of activities relevant to marine protection, contributing to my acquiring knowledge and

techniques of marine protection. When it comes to the reason why I am thirsty to get the job, I

am aware that many endangered marine species are in urgent need of protection. I hope every

effort made to protect marine life will pay off and bring reforming which can create a more

harmonic underwater world.

Words can never fully express my pleasure if I can get your permission to join in the event.

I am firmly convinced that the job will color my marine protection experience. Please let me

know if I can get the job or not.

Your early reply is highly appreciated.

Yours sincerely,

Li Hua
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̵ك
ᙧԡғ᧞ऴᑮҁ10وੜ᷌҅ྯੜ᷌0.5҅ړჿړ5ړ҂

Ԝ̵ٟ֢ҁ1وੜ᷌҅ჿړ15ړ҂


